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 Sustainable Urban Development
 and the Next American Landscape:
 Some Thoughts on Transportation,
 Regionalism, and Urban Planning
 Law Reform in the 21st Century*

 Edward H. Ziegler1

 Metropolitan areas cannot resolve their challenges alone. Counties, cities, and sub-
 urbs operate within a national policy framework, and face challenges [bigger] than
 their own capacities. What is needed is a new partnership between federal, state,
 local, and private sector players to help metropolitan areas build on their economic
 strengths, foster a strong and diverse middle class, and grow in environmentally sus-
 tainable ways.1

 Most people in the united states do not live in major cities.

 Most Americans live, work, shop, and play in suburban areas, scattered
 about a metropolitan landscape far from any downtown urban core. We
 have become, as other affluent countries in Europe and Asia are becom-
 ing, a metropolitan (and even megapolitan) nation.

 Despite the increasing importance of our metropolitan areas, since
 the United States Supreme Court's landmark 1926 decision, Village of
 Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.,2 local governments (some 40,000 strong)
 have exercised primary governing jurisdiction in the United States over

 ♦Copyright 2010 Edward H. Ziegler. This article is based on a presentation prepared
 for the Festschrift Symposium held in honor of Professor Julian Juergensmeyer at Geor-
 gia State University College of Law in March of 2010. I am honored to have been
 invited to participate. The presentation and article is largely derived from my earlier
 work Edward H. Ziegler, The Case for Megapolitan Growth Management in the 21st
 Century: Regional Urban Planning and Sustainable Development in the United States ,
 41 Urb. Law. 147 (2009). I wish to thank Ms. Katy Michaelis for her helpful editorial
 assistance in the preparation of this article.

 This article is dedicated to Professor Julian Juergensmeyer. His work in the field of
 urban planning law over the course of a long and distinguished career has served to in-
 fluence a multitude of students, scholars, lawyers, judges, planners, and public officials.
 He has always been a generous scholar, gracious mentor, and good friend. We all owe
 him a great debt.

 fProfessor of Law and Robert B. Yegge Memorial Research Chair in Law, University
 of Denver, Sturm College of Law.

 1. Brookings Institute, Blueprint for American Prosperity, Publications, http://www.
 brookings.edu/projects/blueprint/publications.aspx (last visited Jan. 16, 2010).

 2. See Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
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 development of our built environment. They have not always done a
 splendid job. And now changes in this country's governing arrange-
 ment related to regional urban plans, housing, energy, transit, and sup-
 porting public and private infrastructure development are increasingly
 advocated as an antidote to the problems of automobile-dependent
 regional sprawl.3 This article discusses the need for reform of urban
 planning policy in the United States toward a more sustainable metro-
 politan urban growth policy. This type of increased regional focus is
 the transitional challenge for urban planning policy and practice in our
 metropolitan areas in the twenty-first century.4

 Proposals for metropolitan, regionally coordinated approaches to
 urban planning policy, both in the United States and elsewhere in the
 world, appear to be based on the following four concerns: (1) aware-
 ness of the unsustainability of low density, automobile-dependent re-
 gional sprawl; (2) recognition that local low density zoning, parking,
 and growth management programs are a significant cause of regional
 sprawl, dominated as they are, especially in the United States, by local
 NIMBY (not in my back yard) concerns; (3) awareness of the criti-
 cal importance of urban planning policy to related public and private
 built environment, transportation, and infrastructure investment deci-
 sions, as well as resource and energy consumption; and (4) growing
 awareness of the enormous economic and other benefits flowing from
 better designed and less automobile-dependent residential patterns of
 development.5

 All of these concerns relate to the emerging role of urban planning
 at the regional level as an ever increasing "efficiency link" and "sus-
 tainability tool" in promoting the future economic prosperity of this
 country's metropolitan areas. In short, there is growing awareness of the

 importance of coordinated urban planning policy at the metropolitan
 level in creating less automobile-dependent and prosperous urban core
 areas in our metropolitan regions.6 What follows are some thoughts on
 the reform of local urban planning policy in the United States toward a
 more holistic, integrated, and regional framework for managing growth
 in the twenty-first century.

 3. Edward H. Ziegler, The Case for Megapolitan Growth Management in the 21st
 Century: Regional Urban Planning and Sustainable Development in the United States ,
 41 Urb. Law. 147, 150 (2009).

 4. Id.; see also Scott Shuford, Suzanne Rynne & Jan Mueller, Planning
 for a New Energy and Climate Future (2010).

 5. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 150-51.
 6. Id. at 151-52.
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 Urban Development and the American Landscape 93

 I. Without substantial reform (that includes a focus on

 metropolitan planning), local planning and zoning
 programs are likely to continue as a significant cause

 of unsustainable automobile-dependent regional
 sprawl and are unlikely to provide sustainable and
 affordable private options in regard to jobs, housing,
 energy, transit, and infrastructure.

 Local zoning and growth management operate in the United States
 largely to expand our low density pattern of regional sprawl and ac-
 celerate this country's resource and energy consumption and infra-
 structure costs. Zoning, almost by definition, is exclusionary in nature,
 and this is and has been true even in many of America's major cities,
 many of which have been hollowed out to accommodate automobile-
 dependent development and whose neighborhoods have been depopu-
 lated by restrictive residential zoning. Excluded development simply
 locates (sprawls) further out away from an urban core area. Sprawl, in
 this respect, is the product of the very visible hand of local government
 urban planning policy.7 Cities that tout their green development initia-
 tives should be at least honest enough to count their "zoning policy"
 responsibility for their "exclusion-driven GHG[green house gas] emis-
 sions" (as a result of the automobile driving of workers in the city who
 must find housing elsewhere, and from their own city residents who
 need to drive elsewhere to find jobs)8 as well as for their "indirect land
 conversion GHG emissions" (that result from the enormous costs and
 amounts of energy associated with "excluded" land development away
 from the urban core).9 Julian Juergensmeyer, Richard Babcock, An-
 thony Downs, and Robert Freilich all have long noted how local, low
 density zoning and growth management programs have the effect of
 scattering development throughout a metropolitan region.10 This has

 7. Id. at 158; see also Edward H. Ziegler, Urban Sprawl , Growth Management and
 Sustainable Development in the United States: Thoughts on the Sentimental Quest for
 a New Middle Landscape , 11 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & L. 26 (2003) [hereinafter Ziegler,
 Urban Sprawl].

 8. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 158.
 9. See Roman Keeney & Thomas W. Hertel, The Indirect Land Use Impacts of

 United States Biofuel Policies: The Importance of Acreage, Yield, and Bilateral Trade
 Responses , 91 Am. J. Agric. Econ. 895 (2008).

 10. See Julian C. Juergensmeyer, Foreword: An Introduction to Urban Sprawl , 17
 Ga. St. U.L. Rev. 923 (2001); see also Anthony Downs, New Visions for Metro-
 politan America (1994); Robert H. Freilich, From Sprawl to Smart Growth:
 Successful Legal, Planning, and Environmental Systems (2000); Richard Bab-
 cock, The Egregious Invalidity of the Exclusive Single-Family Zone , 35 Land Use L. &
 Zoning Dig. 4 (1983).
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 been, and continues to be, a well recognized and important dynamic
 of local growth, zoning practice, and regional sprawl in the United
 States." The truth of the matter is that cities are great at talking the
 "green talk," but actually quite lousy at walking the "green walk" in
 local urban planning policy.

 Moreover, local zoning programs seldom utilize their site orientation
 and design controls in regulating land development to promote solar
 or other renewable energy systems.12 In some areas, wind turbines and
 their support facilities may be prohibited by local zoning from locat-
 ing and operating within an entire community.13 Even this country's
 electric transmission grid is badly in need of upgrading and is proving
 inadequate for our renewable energy needs due in part to local NIMBY
 opposition to infrastructure expansion or replacement. Clean energy
 systems, such as wind turbines (representing hundreds of millions of
 dollars in capital investments), are actually being shut down in some
 areas of the country due to the inadequate capacity of the electric grid
 network.14 This is a national problem that is expected to get worse. The
 United States' inadequate electric transmission grid has the potential to
 significantly affect investment in renewable energy technologies (wind
 and solar energy technology now produce less than one percent of this
 country's energy).15

 Local urban planning and zoning programs, however, are likely
 to remain operationally dominated by a local regime that embraces
 the NIMBY mantra "think globally but exclude locally" - as its low-
 density pattern of land development in many communities seems to
 be increasingly set in stone.16 Whatever the original wisdom of this
 low density, automobile-dependent zoning policy, that time is past.
 The potential benefits of more compact urban areas have been known
 and discussed for years.17 Higher density areas can be designed to
 greatly reduce environmental impacts, consume far fewer resources
 and energy, provide for more economical and efficient infrastructure
 and public services (particularly public transit options) and can be

 11. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 160.
 12. See bnca Heller, Urban Wind turbines, Zoning rRAC., July zUUo, at z.
 13. Ecogen v. Town of Italy, 438 F. Supp. 2d 149 (W.D.N.Y. 2006).
 14. Matthew L. Wald, Wind Energy Bumps into rower Urid s Limits , JN.Y. Iimes,

 Aug. 27, 2008, at A ', available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/27/business/27grid.
 html.

 15. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 176.
 16. Id. at 163.
 17. Id. at 173.
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 Urban Development and the American Landscape 95

 designed to accommodate a wide mix of housing types and a broad
 array of people-friendly nearby uses and amenities, all at a human
 scale not possible or practical in a landscape of low-density sprawl.18
 The twenty-first century dilemma here is how to turn local urban plan-
 ning and zoning, which is now "a large part of this country's sustain-
 ability problem, into a tool for sustainable metropolitan growth."19
 This transformation seems unlikely without the creation of some new
 regional governing arrangement.

 II. Without substantial reform (that includes a focus on
 metropolitan planning), the higher density housing
 expected in our metropolitan areas in the years

 ahead will likely be built on scattered and isolated
 buffer sites, without mixed uses, and will continue to

 be largely, if not completely, automobile dependent.

 Despite talk about an "urban renaissance" in America during the 1990s
 (usually referring to the central business districts of American cities),
 census data make clear that population densities have continued to
 decline in nearly all regions of this country.20 Most new development
 continues to be in newer outlying suburban areas, and nearly all resi-
 dentially zoned land in nearly any metropolitan region will usually be
 legally restricted to the development of detached single-family homes,
 with multifamily zones largely continuing to serve as buffer areas along
 interstate highways, pod commercial strips, or at other even more unde-

 sirable locations, nearly all of which are automobile dependent.21 How-
 ever, to accommodate future population growth and new development,
 there is likely to be increasing densities over time in this country's
 metropolitan areas through infill and redevelopment of both newer and
 older suburban areas. Rising oil prices, changing demographics, rising
 demand for multi-unit housing, and restricted private financing options
 will support this trend.22

 18. Id.
 19. Id. at 163; see also Terry Moore et al., The Transportation/Land Use

 Connection (2007).
 20. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 176.
 21. Id. at 163-64; see also Edward H. Ziegler, Les Strategies de Lutte Contre le

 R^chauffement Climatique des Villes Americaines, Presentation at Climate Change and
 Spatial Planning Conference, University of Paris (May 27, 2008); see also National As-
 sociation of Home Builders, Annual Housing Starts (1978-2010), http://www.nahb.org/
 generic.aspx?genericContentID=554 (last visited Jan. 16, 2010).

 22. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 170.
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 In this respect, local low density zoning and exclusionary growth-
 management programs are becoming increasingly dysfunctional in
 view of the changing market demographics and demand for multi-unit
 housing in the United States. That is, of course, no guarantee of their
 immediate demise. Under existing low density zoning regimes, these
 higher density developments are likely to be poorly planned and rel-
 egated to isolated and residual buffer zones. By default, they are likely
 to be designed under existing zoning regimes with densities that are still

 completely automobile dependent. They are unlikely to be planned and
 developed as green communities within a regional growth management
 framework. In short, the higher densities expected in this country in the

 years ahead will not alone result in more sustainable urban areas in our
 metropolitan regions.23

 Higher density development simply provides the opportunity to plan
 for green development.24 Unless planned and designed otherwise, our
 communities and regions are likely to remain automobile-dependent
 places, where, like Los Angeles (the highest density urbanized area in
 the United States), Americans will live their lives in poorly planned,
 high density, and automobile-dependent environments.25 Los Angeles
 is fast becoming like traffic plagued Jakarta and everywhere else in
 America is fast becoming like Los Angeles. If this continues to occur,
 life in America will surely be poorer and planned largely around high
 fuel costs and traffic congestion.26 This pattern of development clearly
 seems unsustainable and it seems equally clear that electric cars may
 not be the answer here.27 Without the initiation of some regional policy
 framework that establishes sustainable goals and standards for local
 urban planning and zoning, this may be the future of America's metro-
 politan areas.28

 23. Id. at 165-66.
 24. Id. at 171-72; see also U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Essential Smart Growth

 Fixes for Urban and Suburban Zoning Codes (2009), available at http://www.epa.
 gov/dced/pdf/2009 essential fixes.pdf.

 25. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 172.
 26. Id.; see also James van Hemert & Peter Pollock, Op-Ed., Connecting the Tracks:

 Transit for a Front Range "Megalopolis," Denver Post, Nov. 26, 2006.
 27. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 172; see also Lincoln Inst, of Land Policy, Visual-

 izing Density (2010), available at http://www.lincolninst.edu/subcenters/visualizing-
 density/.

 28. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 172.
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 Urban Development and the American Landscape 97

 III. Without substantial reform (that includes a focus
 on metropolitan planning), we are probably wildly
 optimistic about the extent and benefits of light
 rail transit-oriented development (TOD) in our
 metropolitan areas in this country, as TOD will

 likely be severely limited in both scope and density
 and will likely provide few opportunities for

 automobile-free living arrangements, particularly
 for the less affluent.

 In the United States, regionally important TOD areas are nearly always
 under local zoning control and more compact and intensive develop-
 ment is often prohibited or substantially scaled back when opposed by
 neighbors, which it often is.29 TOD that consists, for example, of a park-

 and-ride lot, a pod shopping plaza, or a Taco Bell, and a nearby two- or
 three-story apartment or office building is not an alternative sustainable

 development vision but merely an expensive attempt at traffic media-
 tion.30 TOD sites, also, are too often just that - undersized, individual
 sites - when what is needed is space for whole neighborhoods and com-
 munities. Given the expected low density and limited scope of these
 projects, we are probably wildly optimistic about the potential benefits
 of planned TOD in this country.31
 Too much of the space and expense of the built environment we

 are developing today, even under the banner of "smart growth,"32 is
 still devoted to the parking, housing, and movement of automobiles.33
 Some light rail systems, as in Denver, are operating at only about 10%
 capacity, and some estimates report that light rail TOD in this country
 may capture only about 10% of all regional housing growth in the
 years ahead.34 If this is the case, we may easily have another 100 mil-
 lion cars clogging our nation's roads by 2050 and TOD will not have
 had a substantial impact on our country's sustainability problems re-
 lated to automobile-dependent development.35 TOD areas are truly
 Smart Growth when neighborhood density and mixed uses allow many

 29. Id. at 168; see also Robert Steuteville, We Can 't Let NIMBYs Sink Reform , New
 Urb. News, June 2008, at 2.

 30. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 168-69.
 31. Id. at 169.
 32. Id.
 33. See Donald C. Shoup, The High Cost of Free Parking (2005).
 34. See Sam Newberg, Failing the Density Test: Our Biggest Goblin , Citiwire, Oct.

 30, 2009, http://citiwire.net/post/1446/.
 35. See Daniel Sperling & Deborah Gordon, Two Billion Cars (2009).
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 residents to live, work, shop, and play without owning an automobile
 or without having to use public transit on a daily basis.36

 There are, perhaps, some lessons to be learned here from our brethren
 across the Atlantic. America is not Europe, of course, but we should keep

 in mind that their cities have much more experience with public transit
 development and, generally being less wealthy countries, they are likely,

 perhaps, to be more sensitive to the costs and benefits of infrastructure
 investment and transit related housing development.37 Under European
 transit models, a TOD area might include a one-mile or more radius
 around a transit stop and have blended densities of twenty-five to one
 hundred units per acre. Densities in Europe often are related and com-
 mensurate to the purpose and policy of public infrastructure and transit
 investment.38 That is still a novel idea in America. Yet true automobile-

 independent TOD needs to be initiated in this country nearer the begin-
 ning, rather than toward the end, of this century.39

 This type of coordinated and planned TOD is unlikely to occur in
 this country, however, without regionally coordinated growth manage-
 ment goals, plans, and standards supporting that development. For ex-
 ample, both the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) rail transit system in
 San Francisco and the Washington D.C. Metro rail system, each con-
 structed over thirty years ago, are still anticipating the development of
 European style densities at many TOD sites in nearby station areas.40
 Growth management plans with respect to areas selected for TOD, or
 for other intensive urban core area development, will likely require re-
 gionally coordinated designation of both "growth" and "no growth"
 areas. These plans, of course, would need to be regionally integrated
 and coordinated with major public transit and infrastructure investment

 decisions.41 None of this seems possible, however, without some new
 regional governing arrangement.42

 36. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 182.
 37. Id ., at 167; see also Comm'n of the Eur. Cmtys., Commission Staff Work-

 ing Document Accompanying the Green Paper: Towards a New Culture For
 Urban Mobility (2007), available at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/clean/green_paper_
 urban_transport/doc/2007_09_25_gp_urban_mobility _working_doc_en.pdf; Leila Ab-
 boud, Building Blocks: For Countries Looking to Reduce Their Energy Use, Europe
 Offers Some Valuable Lessons , Wall St. J., Feb. 11, 2008, at R15.

 38. See Philip Langdon, Europeans Struggle to Revive Traditional City-Making ,
 New Urb. News, July 9, 2008, at 8.

 39. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 167; see also Energy Costs Push Families Back to Cities ,
 Growth/No Growth, July 2008.

 40. See Smart Growth in a Changing World (Jonathan Barnett ed., 2007).
 41. Ziegler, supra note 3, at lo/.
 42. Id.
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 Urban Development and the American Landscape 99

 IV. Without substantial reform (including a focus on
 metropolitan planning), this country is unlikely to

 be rich enough in the future to afford two world
 class transit systems - a public light rail/bus transit

 system and a private-automobile transit and
 infrastructure system.

 Many metropolitan areas in the United States have regional transporta-
 tion planning for light rail or high speed bus service. However, so called
 TOD at station stops, or key transit nodes, and along key corridors is
 often not occurring in this country at true transit-friendly densities. This
 is due, in part, to local low-density, NIMBY-dominated zoning schemes
 and to the profusion of alternative development sites within a region al-
 lowed in the absence of regional TOD urban building plans.

 TOD densities today seldom actually justify the enormous financial
 infrastructure investment in fixed rail public transit, nor do they make
 possible neighborhoods where many households can live, work, shop,
 and play without daily use of an automobile. Moreover, infill and re-
 development projects in the United States seldom have densities that
 are sufficient to support any kind of efficient public transit, even good
 bus service.43 With sufficient (European-style) densities, extensive intra-
 urban core regional transit like light rail becomes feasible within a met-
 ropolitan area, as does light rail to regional airports, and even high speed
 inter-regional transit as billions in car dollars are transferred to public
 transit development dollars.44 Population density controls transit effi-
 ciency and affordability. European-like metropolitan rail networks make
 sense only when supported by adequate regional core area densities.

 Without sufficient, supporting TOD density, the United States may
 very well go broke attempting to finance both roads and light rails in the

 years ahead. In light rail friendly Portland, Oregon, for example, road
 improvement spending has declined, residential density is about half

 43. See Genevieve Giuliano, The Weakening Transportation-Land Use Connec-
 tion , 6 Access 3 (2005); see also Randal O'Toole, Vanishing Automobile Update No.
 43: Rail Transit Won't Reduce Congestion , Sept. 30, 2003, http://ti.org/vaupdate43.
 html (updating Randal O'Toole, The Vanishing Automobile and Other Urban
 Myths (2000)).
 44. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 167; see also Mark L. Hinshaw, True Urbanism:

 Living In and Near the Center (2007); Trevor Boddy, Vancouverism vs. Lower
 Manhattanism: Shaping the High Density City , ArchNewsNow, Sept. 20, 2005,
 http://archnewsnow.com/features/Featurel77.htm; Julie Grimm, New Urbanism or
 Same Old Sprawl ?, Santa Fe New Mexican, May 25, 2006, available at http://www.
 freenewmexican.com/story_print.php?storyid=44093.
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 that of Los Angeles, transit ridership is less than expected, and the num-

 ber one issue for citizens is traffic congestion.45 In a compact city like
 Barcelona, Spain, that city's fixed rail transit network can efficiently
 and affordably serve about 2 million people in the metropolitan area.
 In a sprawling metro area like Denver, a similar transit system serving
 2 million people might have to cover an area about 10 times larger than
 the area served by the Barcelona transit system.46

 One thing seems certain; we are not rich enough now, and surely
 will not be rich enough in the future, to finance two costly and efficient

 transit networks (both private auto and public transit) in our expand-
 ing metropolitan areas.47 Regional transit planning is, in all likelihood,
 unaffordable and unsustainable without regional urban planning. This
 may ultimately prove to be a hard lesson for us to learn.48

 America's low density automobile dominated landscape is made pos-
 sible only by avoiding consideration of life-cycle pricing for our long
 term automobile related infrastructure costs. The United States pres-
 ently has nearly a $2 trillion infrastructure maintenance deficit that
 increases by about $100 billion each year.49 We are passing along to
 the next generation an infrastructure of bridges, highways, tunnels, via-
 ducts, rail lines, port facilities, levies, and transmission grids that are
 all badly in need of replacement and repair.50 Despite this deficiency in
 largely road related infrastructure maintenance, no country now spends
 more per capita on transportation than the United States.51

 45. See Ziegler, Urban Sprawl , supra note 7, at 60; Posting of Jim Karlock http://
 citiwire.net/post/1329/ (Sept. 24, 2009) (commenting on William Fulton, What We Can
 Really Learn From Portland , Citiwire, Sept. 18, 2009).

 46. Compare Denver, Colorado, City-Data.com, http://www.city-data.com/city/
 Denver-Colorado.html (last visited Jan. 16, 2010), with Barcelona, Spain, City-Data,
 com, http://www.city-data.com/city/Barcelona-Spain.html (last visited Jan. 16, 2010).
 Denver is about four times the size of Barcelona but has only about one-third of Barce-
 lona's population.

 47. Thomas Downs, Driving on to Irrelevance: That or a 21st Century Train System ,
 Citiwire, Oct. 9, 2009, http://citiwire.net/post/1391/ (last visited May 27, 2010); Eric
 Bruun, Better Public Transit Systems: Analyzing Investments and Perfor-
 mance (2007).

 48. See Vincent Carroll, Op-Ed., Carroll: Avoid High-speed Rail Boondoggle , Den-
 ver Post, Sept. 9, 2009, available at http://www.denverpost.com/search/ci_13293681.

 49. Am. Soc y of Civil Eng rs, Report Card for America s Infrastructure
 2003 Progress Report: An Update to the 2001 Report Card 7 (2003), available
 at http://www.asce.org/reportcard/pdf/fullreport03 .pdf .

 50. Bruce Katz et al., America's Infrastructure: Ramping Up or Crash-
 ing Down, Conference Report #21, at 1 (2008), available at http://www.brookings.
 edu/~/media/Files/rc/papers/2008/0 1 _infrastructure_katz_puentes/0 1 _infrastructure_
 katz_puentes.pdf.

 51. Urban Energy Transition: From Fossil Fuels to Renewable Power 215

 (Peter Droege ed., 2008).
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 Urban Development and the American Landscape 101

 By a large measure, the United States consumes more oil than any
 other country in the world.52 Together, rising oil prices, worsening traf-

 fic congestion, and a crumbling infrastructure pose a serious threat to
 our continuing economic prosperity. Higher oil prices will make all of
 us poorer through rising prices for gasoline, food, commodities, build-
 ing materials, pharmaceuticals, computers, and nearly all consumer
 products and services. Rising prices, moreover, will slow job creation,
 decrease investment, dampen consumer spending, and act as a drain on
 economic growth.53 Already we spend about six billion person hours
 stuck in traffic each year (at an estimated sixty billion dollar loss in
 economic productivity).54

 Moreover there is little prospect of all of this changing in the near
 future. Consumption of oil will likely increase in the years ahead
 largely as a result of population growth, an increased built environ-
 ment of automobile-dependent homes, offices, and businesses, and the
 one-hundred million additional vehicles that are likely to congest this
 nation's roads by midcentury.55 Depending on how fast the price of oil
 rises, there is the real potential for urban and economic collapse both in
 the United States and other industrialized nations of the world.56

 Higher densities that are likely to occur in this country's metropoli-
 tan areas in the years ahead hold the potential for addressing many of
 our sustainable development problems, but only if this new develop-
 ment embodies a green design policy that provides transit-friendly and
 automobile-free lifestyle options. Urban planning policies need to be
 crafted to support regional transit planning with new growth in desig-
 nated urban core areas within a region at densities that allow many resi-
 dents the choice of automobile-free living arrangements. Without this
 type of regional reform, urban planning will likely be an impediment

 52. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 157.
 53. See Pat Minczeski et al., Oil Rise to $100: Tighter Spigots , Wall St. J., Jan. 3,

 2008, at A7; Darrin Nordahl, My Kind of Transit (2009).
 54. See Bob Tedeschi, Cyber Scout: Monitoring Traffic , N.Y. Times, July 20, 2003,

 available at http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C00E6DA153CF933Al
 5754C0A9659C8B63&sec=travel&pagewanted= 1 .

 55. Fed. Highway Admin., U.S. Dep't of Transp., Our Nation's Highways
 11 (2000), available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ohirn/onhOO/our_ntns_hwys.pdf;
 see also Edward H. Ziegler, China 's Cities , Globalization , and Sustainable Develop-
 ment: Comparative Thoughts on Urban Planning, Energy ; and Environmental Policy , 5
 U. Global Stud. L. Rev. 295, 307-08 (2006).

 56. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 157; see also Vaclav Smil, Energy at the Cross-
 roads: Global Perspectives and uncertainties (2003); Edward H. Ziegler, Ameri-
 can Cities , Urban Collapse , and Environmental Doom , 60 Plan. & Envtl. L. 7, 8
 (2008) [hereinafter Ziegler, American Cities].
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 to, rather a critical tool supporting, the development of sustainable met-

 ropolitan regions in this country.

 V. Toward a Conclusion

 Despite the talk in this country about sustainability and green develop-
 ment, we have been continuing a low density and automobile-dependent
 growth paradigm that is inconsistent with the economic, energy, and en-
 vironmental realities of the twenty-first century.57 The recent downturn

 in the economy and housing market in the United States may have a sil-
 ver lining in giving this country some pause to rethink the future growth

 of our metropolitan regions. Frankly, we are on a collision course with
 a harsh reality and (despite the talk in this country about electric cars)
 there appear to be no easy and feasible technological solutions on the
 near horizon for this country's transit problems.58

 Public management of the built environment in the United States
 throughout most of the twentieth century may have been, in this per-
 spective, a great malfeasance.59 Americans mortgaged our children's
 future in the design of our landscape and ignored warnings about the
 sustainability of our urban areas in favor of short term convenience and
 leveraged consumption. Today, discussion about how we manage the
 built environment needs to turn away from the false problem of devis-
 ing policies to support and subsidize individual preferences that carry
 enormous and unsustainable externalized costs. Our urban planning
 policies in this century need to focus on devising and implementing
 growth strategies that provide people in this country with affordable and
 sustainable housing and transportation options.60

 Providing an automobile-free built environment as a widely available
 lifestyle option for day-to-day living would seem to make great sense

 57. Urban Energy Transition, supra note 51.
 58. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 181; see also Ziegler, American Cities , supra note 56

 ("Building greener at higher densities and reducing automobile-dependence holds the
 promise of finding real and sustainable solutions to these problems. The cleanest and
 cheapest power plants and cars are the ones we don't have to build or use due to smart
 urban planning.").

 59. Ziegler, supra note 3, at 181.
 60. See Jeffrey Lubell & Emily Salomon, How Transportation Reform

 Could Increase the Availability of Housing Affordable to Families with a
 Mix of Incomes Near Public Transit, Job Centers, and Other Essential Desti-
 nations (2010), available at http://www.nhc.org/pdf/Surdna_Transportation_Reform.
 pdf; see also Emily Salomon & Lynn Ross, Regional Coordination in Atlanta
 Metro and in the Twin Cities: Understanding the Challenges and Oppor-
 tunities of Coordinating Housing, Transportation and Workforce Policies
 (2010), available at www.nhc.org/pdf/Surdna_Coordination_ATL_MSP.pdf.
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 in an age of rising energy prices, of increasing congestion and road
 related infrastructure costs, and where the traditional low density built
 environment paradigm is fast becoming a fading and disfavored vision
 in our housing markets.61 Our urban planning policies, quite simply,
 need to be crafted to support regional transit planning for the develop-
 ment of neighborhoods that provide households affordable choices in
 automobile-free living arrangements.

 There is perhaps some hope for this kind of substantial change now
 on the horizon. The new presidential administration's "Federal Inter-
 agency Partnership for Sustainable Communities" is a first step in the
 direction of creating a new "green urban" policy in the United States.62
 This program brings together the coordinated expertise of four major
 federal agencies, the United States Departments of Transportation, En-
 ergy, Housing, and Environmental Protection, in an attempt to move
 federal policy toward greater national funding and support for public
 transit and non-automobile mobility in urban areas, including regional
 rail transit systems, and enhanced metropolitan planning.63 This effort
 also could provide greater coordination of regional transportation plan-
 ning with supportive urban planning for pedestrian friendly and Smart
 Growth housing developments.64 Whether this initial national policy
 shift will bear the fruit of this promise remains to be seen. It clearly,
 though, is a first step in the desired direction of needed change in urban
 planning policy in the United States.

 6 1 . Ziegler, supra note 3 , at 1 67; Boston To Adopt Green Standards For Private Build-
 ings, Growth/No Growth, Jan. 2007, at 1 ; Thaddeus Herrick, Why Some Cities Think
 Developing at Rail Stops Is a Mighty Good Road, Wall St. J., Dec. 6, 2006, at Bl.

 62. Elana Schor, Obama's Partnership for Sustainable Communities Will Put the
 Feds' Weight Behind Smart Growth, Grist, Feb. 24, 2010, available at www.grist.org/
 article/2010-02-24-obama-admin-wants-to-green-your-local-community.

 63. Id.
 64. See APA's Overview of Federal Interagency Partnership for Sustain-

 able Communities Programs in the FY 201 1 Budget Proposal (n.d.), available at
 http://www.planning.org/features/2010/pdf/fy2011budgetsustainabilityoverview.pdf.
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